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James Joyce in Catalonia (1921-1936) by TERESA IRIBARREN
The aim of this essay is to provide a new map of James Joyce’s reception in the Catalan
literary circles during the period 1921-1936. The author catalogues Joyce’s translations
and goes across the main lines of Catalan criticism on him.
Proa Publications in Perpignan (1949-1965) by JOSEP CAMPS I ARBÓS
This article follows the Proa Publications trajectory during their stage in Perpignan. It
sets out the circumstances that allowed the resurgence of this publishing house in exile.
It discusses the collections and the published works and, finally, it analyses the reasons
that explain the failure of the company.
A fragment of Machiavelli’s The Prince by Pere Coromines by G. GAVAGNIN
Pere Coromines started translating The Prince during the second decade of the 20th cen-
tury, but he quickly abandoned it. He let some experiments of traduction by the
Machiavelli’s tractate: the dedication and the first three chapters. We publish them in a
diplomatic edition based in the autograph.
Joan Oliver and the boulevard theatre by MIQUEL M. GIBERT
The article aims to set the bases of Joan Oliver’s dramatic literature. These bases can be
found in the beginning of the 20th century French boulevard theatre, both in the most
incisive theatre –Tristan Bernard– and the most clever and elegant one –Sacha Guitry,
Jules Supervielle–, which makes evident the writer’s will of renewing the Catalan theatre
from a bourgeois aesthetics and a critical perspective.
“Tersites”, a fable by Puigblanch recreated by Hartzenbusch by F. XAVIER VALL
Edition and study of a fable by Antoni Puigblanch inspired by The Iliad and included in
Historia de los tiempos que acaban de pasar, en sátiras (unfinished work from his first
exile). The article shows two aspects neglected: Puigblanch’s cultivation of Spanish
poetry and the poem’s imitation by Hartzenbusch.
The karstic relief by SIMONA ŠKRABEC
Peter Handke’s novel Repetition poses a question that is a painful one for the author: the
identity of the Slovenians living in the region of Carinthia in Austria. He creates a hero
who is incapable of overcoming the feeling of self-hate that has been inculcated in him.
Slovenians represent a community with a fundamental sense of righteousness, but in order
to preserve it they have to be subjected, excluded from history. Handke fights to keep the
state of things unchanged, although he realises how unfair is it.
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